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Dear Karen, 	 7/25/75 
Please excuse brevity. Tired & someone coming soon. 
Sorry about your troubles, more for what it represents to denied studenta 

than to me. Is that a way to rua an "educational" institution? 
KDKA: Thought I did show by radio twith no or virtually no orders from it). 
All I can have said is that I could not make a t7ip to do a show. I do them 

by phone when the phone rings. That is, if it rings for that purpose. 
Maybe it was another Pgh station. But I'll do it by phone any time and 

talk about WWIV, which is all fresh there and currently topical because of the 
new reason to believe CIA perjury (Abzug Jorge). Or the apectro/UAA suit. Almost 
anything, with the one stipulation that the audience be told how to get the books 
and the price. With them not in stores without this it becomes a futility. However, 
all radio stations to date, more than 100, have done this. FutilitT for audience, 
too, and often problem for stations, which then get calls then can t answer. 

ffothing new. Thanks and best, 
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